CANADA’S PREMIER RADIOLOGY EVENT

We would like to thank all the delegates and sponsors for participating in a successful virtual meeting, and to extend a very special thank you to all of the speakers that made CAR 2022 a tremendous success. CAR 2022 attracted radiologists and professionals from across the country. We were fortunate to have a large number of engaged industry partners and dynamic speakers.

EVENT HIGHLIGHTS

“I was honoured to be part of such a stellar event. The knowledge and wisdom exhibited by our speakers was first rate. I was also inspired by our radiology leaders during the awards ceremony and applaud the Annual Scientific Meeting Planning Committee (ASM SPC) on such a successful meeting. I would like to thank Dr. Michael Patlas for his amazing job as the Chair of the ASM SPC and welcome Dr. Tanya Chawla who is now leading the committee. She is the Director of the Advanced Imaging Education Centre at the Joint Department of Medical Imaging at University Hospital of Toronto and a worldwide respected leader in medical imaging education.”

– Dr. Gilles Soulez, CAR President

“I was thrilled with the CAR 2022 Annual Scientific Meeting. We were fortunate to welcome high caliber speakers from across North America, delivering a superior academic and clinical programme with excellent attendance. While this was my last term as Chair, I am very proud of the legacy I have left and happily pass the torch to my colleague Dr. Tanya Chawla to lead next year’s annual scientific meeting”.

– Dr. Michael Patlas, Chair, ASM SPC
There were so many excellent sessions. One of the most memorable highlights of CAR 2022 was the Accredited Symposia: Pivoting to Outpatient Diagnostic Imaging Facilities vs Hospital-Based Facilities and the Role of MRI in Breast Screening. Other notable sessions included the long-standing favourite -Mistakes We All Make, the abstract presentations and the keynote lectures. These sessions focused on a variety of different modalities and were very clinical in nature. We were fortunate to have high caliber speakers from across North America. Despite being virtual our Annual Scientific Meeting Programming Committee, with the help of our Affiliate Societies, were able to deliver a full breadth of information with multiple tracks over the course of five days.

**NETWORKING**

CAR 2022 included plenty of opportunity for networking. The online Whova platform provided many features to enhance the virtual experience. Delegates had the opportunity to participate in one of three receptions including the Agfa sponsored Radiologist-in-Training Wellness Reception, the Hologic sponsored Welcome Reception, featuring the wildly entertaining Steve Patterson as well as the Canadian Society of Abdominal Radiology’s Jeopardy Madness. Other features included the various community boards where colleagues could connect with one another and industry partners. There was also the ability to schedule virtual meet ups, allowing participants to connect with each other via Zoom during breaks and after programming hours. Gamification was a big hit with participants battling it out for the top spot on the Leaderboard. The chat function in the exhibit booths as well the Passport Contest help increase discussion among vendors and participants. A huge shout out to Dr. Emil Lee, ASM Ambassador for keeping everyone engaged through the CAR 2022 Event Feed.
INVESTING IN RADIOLOGY

The Canadian Radiological Foundation (CRF) had a very successful meeting surpassing their CAR 2022 donation target of $10,000. Due to the generosity of many, they were able to collect $12,850 in donations. The CRF supports excellence in radiology through research, grants and education. CAR 2022 presented the foundation with the opportunity to raise their profile, celebrate grant winners and to increase donations for research and welcome new donors to the 500 Club. The CRF Board of Directors invited people to their community board, where they were able to talk about the wonderful research that they have supported in the last few years. The CRF will continue their fundraising initiatives with the intention to continue to grow the 500 Club and support radiology now and into the future. To learn more about CRF visit canradfound.ca.

“The CRF could not be more pleased with the level of support provided during the CAR 2022 Annual Scientific Meeting. Donations exceeded our projected goal, resulting in almost $13,000 in funding. This investment will be used towards future radiology research projects, educational and leadership initiatives. We are extremely grateful to the radiology community for their generosity.”

– Dr. Bruce Forster, President, CRF

SAVE THE DATE
April 20–23, 2023
CAR 2022 AWARDS

The 2022 CAR Awards Ceremony was a memorable occasion recognizing inspirational leaders in the radiology community. The 2022 ceremony was the highlight of the meeting where award winners were celebrated with class.

Gold Medal Award
Dr. Jacques Lévesque, CEO, Radiologie et imagerie médicale de la Capitale
“The role of the CAR is essential for radiologists, and I am proud to have served in past leadership roles with the organization and honoured to receive this prestigious award.”

Distinguished Career Award
Dr. Pierre Bourgouin, Neuroradiologist at the CHUM in Montreal, Full Professor at the University of Montreal and Associate Dean at the Faculty of Medicine
“I am honoured to accept this award and join a distinguished group of select individuals. I thank the CAR for this honour.”

Young Investigator Award
Dr. Christian B. van der Pol, Assistant Professor at McMaster University, radiologists at the Juravinski Hospital and Cancer Centre
“Thank you for the true privilege and honour. It is very humbling to receive this award and to be amongst many great academic radiologists before me.”

2022 FELLOWS OF THE CAR
Please join us in also recognizing our 2022 Fellows of the CAR:

Dr. Pierre Bourgouin  Dr. Silvia Chang  Dr. Daria Manos  Dr. Elsie Nguyen  Dr. Adnan Sheikh
SPONSORSHIP

With over 22 industry supporters, CAR 2022 was able to maintain our traditional level of sponsorship in a virtual environment. We were fortunate to have influential market leaders participating in our online event and the opportunity to network with over 653 delegates. Through an intuitive online platform, CAR 2022 provided the prime opportunity for our CAR Board members, industry partners, key decision makers and leaders in the radiology to connect and share best practices.

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS
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